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Goals of the TutorialGoals of the Tutorial

Review some of the most common mistakes Review some of the most common mistakes 
made in “secure” implementationsmade in “secure” implementations

Just a sample; can’t cover everything of courseJust a sample; can’t cover everything of course

Take away important lessons for yourself or Take away important lessons for yourself or 
your company to avoid repeating these mistakesyour company to avoid repeating these mistakes

Have fun, be stimulated, get the conference off Have fun, be stimulated, get the conference off 
to a good startto a good start



Prerequisites for the TutorialPrerequisites for the Tutorial

Nothing, really, apart from a basic Nothing, really, apart from a basic 
understanding of computers and networksunderstanding of computers and networks

Some knowledge of basic crypto is helpful (symmetric Some knowledge of basic crypto is helpful (symmetric 
key, XOR, privacy/authentication)key, XOR, privacy/authentication)

If you understand differential cryptanalysis, If you understand differential cryptanalysis, 
lattice basis reduction, Linux kernel details, lattice basis reduction, Linux kernel details, 
etc…, that’s greatetc…, that’s great

But you won’t need any of this for the tutorialBut you won’t need any of this for the tutorial



Format of the TutorialFormat of the Tutorial

We have options:We have options:
1) I talk, you listen1) I talk, you listen

Kind of boringKind of boring

2) You ask lots of questions2) You ask lots of questions
I like this!  Keeps me awake!I like this!  Keeps me awake!

3) You offer your own experiences and 3) You offer your own experiences and 
insightsinsights

I like this too, but I have to make my flightI like this too, but I have to make my flight



Where do we Begin?Where do we Begin?
We’ll restrict our attention to “modern” We’ll restrict our attention to “modern” 
systemssystems

The oldest case study is from 1996The oldest case study is from 1996

We’ll stick to case studies that best We’ll stick to case studies that best 
capture the particular lessoncapture the particular lesson

Also, try and use entertaining and famous Also, try and use entertaining and famous 
stories in case you teach classes or attend stories in case you teach classes or attend 
cocktail partiescocktail parties



DisclaimerDisclaimer
AgeAge--old wisdom:old wisdom:

People don’t defeat security by breaking the People don’t defeat security by breaking the 
cryptographycryptography: they find simple exploits in the : they find simple exploits in the 
operating system insteadoperating system instead

Exception to the rule:Exception to the rule:
People WILL break the cryptography if it’s People WILL break the cryptography if it’s trivialtrivial to do to do 
so; our goal is to avoid thisso; our goal is to avoid this

It’s a lot easier to get the It’s a lot easier to get the cryptocrypto right than it is right than it is 
to get the to get the OSOS rightright

And it’s not that easy to get the crypto right, as we’re And it’s not that easy to get the crypto right, as we’re 
about to see...about to see...



Topic #1: RandomnessTopic #1: Randomness

Virtually every cryptosystem needs a Virtually every cryptosystem needs a 
source of randomness:source of randomness:

Key generationKey generation
Initialization vectorsInitialization vectors
NoncesNonces
Padding, etc.Padding, etc.

If the randomness isn’t generated If the randomness isn’t generated 
properly, the system can breakproperly, the system can break



Normal Ways to Generate Normal Ways to Generate 
RandomnessRandomness

Use the random() function in C/C++Use the random() function in C/C++
This is a PRNG (pseudoThis is a PRNG (pseudo--random number generator), random number generator), 
usually a “linear usually a “linear congruentialcongruential generator”generator”

The function requires a “seed” valueThe function requires a “seed” value
srandom(srandom(seed_valseed_val););

The function is entirely The function is entirely deterministicdeterministic
This means that given the same seed value, it will This means that given the same seed value, it will 
produce the same sequence of “random” numbers produce the same sequence of “random” numbers 
when called repeatedlywhen called repeatedly



NonNon--Cryptographic ExampleCryptographic Example

Windows SolitaireWindows Solitaire
Uses timeUses time--ofof--day as parameter to day as parameter to srandomsrandom()()
Down only to granularity of Down only to granularity of secondsseconds

If you hit “reshuffle” button quickly several times, If you hit “reshuffle” button quickly several times, 
you get the same starting handyou get the same starting hand

I believe I have the highest score ever I believe I have the highest score ever 
achieved at Windows Solitaireachieved at Windows Solitaire



Case Study: Netscape Browser, 1996Case Study: Netscape Browser, 1996

Ian Goldberg and David Wagner were grad Ian Goldberg and David Wagner were grad 
students at Cal in 1996students at Cal in 1996

Ian’s now at Ian’s now at RadialPointRadialPoint, David is an assistant , David is an assistant 
professor at Berkeley (and should be here I think)professor at Berkeley (and should be here I think)

Ian and David wondered how the Netscape Ian and David wondered how the Netscape 
Browser generated its Browser generated its session keysession key for SSLfor SSL

Netscape wasn’t talkingNetscape wasn’t talking

[GW96]



Figuring it OutFiguring it Out

They They reversereverse--engineeredengineered the part of the the part of the 
browser containing the PRNGbrowser containing the PRNG

This is hard, but easier today than 10 years This is hard, but easier today than 10 years 
agoago
Relying on the inconvenience of reverse Relying on the inconvenience of reverse 
engineering as a means of obtaining security engineering as a means of obtaining security 
is is baaaaadbaaaaad



Netscape PRNGNetscape PRNG

global variable seed;  global variable seed;  

RNG_CreateContextRNG_CreateContext()()
(seconds, microseconds) = time of day; (seconds, microseconds) = time of day; 
pidpid = process ID;  = process ID;  ppidppid = parent process ID;= parent process ID;
a = a = mklcpr(microsecondsmklcpr(microseconds););
b = b = mklcpr(pidmklcpr(pid + seconds + (+ seconds + (ppidppid << 12));<< 12));
seed = MD5(a, b);seed = MD5(a, b);

mklcpr(xmklcpr(x))
return ((0xDEECE66D * x + 0x2BBB62DC) >> 1);return ((0xDEECE66D * x + 0x2BBB62DC) >> 1);



Immediate Attacks ResultImmediate Attacks Result

Assume you have an account on the same Assume you have an account on the same 
machine as the browsermachine as the browser

Use ‘Use ‘psps’ to get ’ to get pidpid and and ppidppid and run and run tcpdumptcpdump to get time SSL to get time SSL 
challenge was issuedchallenge was issued
This yields This yields pidpid, , ppidppid, and , and secondsseconds, and only , and only microsecondsmicroseconds
remains unknownremains unknown
Exhaustively search with complexity 2Exhaustively search with complexity 22020 to find to find microsecondsmicroseconds

Takes about 10 seconds on a modern machineTakes about 10 seconds on a modern machine

Attack is possible without an account, but a little Attack is possible without an account, but a little 
harderharder



DevestatingDevestating Loss of SecurityLoss of Security

Attacker can find session key of SSL Attacker can find session key of SSL 
connection on a remote connectionconnection on a remote connection

Passive eavesdroppingPassive eavesdropping
Modest computationModest computation

Result: all security is lostResult: all security is lost
Traffic is decryptedTraffic is decrypted
False traffic can be injectedFalse traffic can be injected



Case Study: Online PokerCase Study: Online Poker

McGraw et al. liked to play poker online at the McGraw et al. liked to play poker online at the 
““PlanetPokerPlanetPoker Internet Internet CardRoomCardRoom””
The proprietors here were kind enough to share The proprietors here were kind enough to share 
their randomtheir random--number generatornumber generator

Ironically, they were trying to prove the cardIronically, they were trying to prove the card--shuffler shuffler 
was was fairfair, so they posted the code on their website!, so they posted the code on their website!

It revealed that each shuffle started from an It revealed that each shuffle started from an 
ordered deck, and ordered deck, and srandomsrandom() was seeded from () was seeded from 
time(0)time(0)



Easy to AttackEasy to Attack

time(0) returns “milliseconds since epoch” in time(0) returns “milliseconds since epoch” in 
UnixUnix

Epoch is midnight, Jan 01, 1970Epoch is midnight, Jan 01, 1970

There are “only” 86,400,000 milliseconds per There are “only” 86,400,000 milliseconds per 
day, and (of course) 1,000 per secondday, and (of course) 1,000 per second
Guessing the poker server’s timeGuessing the poker server’s time--ofof--day within a day within a 
couple of minutes, then trying about 200,000 couple of minutes, then trying about 200,000 
seeds could be done in seeds could be done in realtimerealtime!!



Poker Attack ToolPoker Attack Tool
Two pocket cards, plus the flop gave 5 cards to test Two pocket cards, plus the flop gave 5 cards to test 
against at the start of the game; after this all deals were against at the start of the game; after this all deals were 
predictable!predictable!



In SecurityIn Security--Sensitive Settings, Take Sensitive Settings, Take 
Care in Generating RandomnessCare in Generating Randomness
LowLow--budget applicationsbudget applications

Collect randomness gradually via Collect randomness gradually via IRQsIRQs on each on each 
systemsystem

Mouse movements, keyboard events, network eventsMouse movements, keyboard events, network events
This is done for you on most Unix systems via This is done for you on most Unix systems via /dev/random/dev/random
This is This is notnot done for you in Windows, AFAIKdone for you in Windows, AFAIK

Commercial systems will use hardware devicesCommercial systems will use hardware devices
Can use hard disks and processor clock skew, but Can use hard disks and processor clock skew, but 
these aren’t nearly as good as devices these aren’t nearly as good as devices designeddesigned to to 
generate randomnessgenerate randomness



Topic #2: The NonceTopic #2: The Nonce

What is a “Nonce”?What is a “Nonce”?
A number or string that is never to be A number or string that is never to be 
repeated over the life of a sessionrepeated over the life of a session
Examples:Examples:

128128--bit counterbit counter
128128--bit random number (watch birthday bounds!)bit random number (watch birthday bounds!)

Notice we’re not requiring the nonce be Notice we’re not requiring the nonce be 
secret, it just needs to avoid repetitionssecret, it just needs to avoid repetitions



Nonces in the WildNonces in the Wild

Nonces are used in various cryptographic Nonces are used in various cryptographic 
protocolsprotocols

CBC mode encryptionCBC mode encryption
Here it’s called the Initialization VectorHere it’s called the Initialization Vector

CTR mode encryptionCTR mode encryption
Here it’s called the “counter”Here it’s called the “counter”

Other modes as wellOther modes as well
OCB, IAPM, GCM, etc.OCB, IAPM, GCM, etc.



Provable SecurityProvable Security

Provable security is all the rageProvable security is all the rage
It has its dectractors, howeverIt has its dectractors, however

Guarantees that Guarantees that 
In some modelIn some model
Under some assumptionsUnder some assumptions
Some (security) goals are metSome (security) goals are met

All the schemes we just mentioned are All the schemes we just mentioned are 
provably secureprovably secure



When Proofs Don’t ApplyWhen Proofs Don’t Apply

Proofs of security for schemes using a Proofs of security for schemes using a 
nonce insist that the nonce nonce insist that the nonce does not does not 
repeatrepeat over the life of the keyover the life of the key

This is, after all, how we This is, after all, how we defineddefined the nonce!the nonce!

If a nonce repeats, all bets are offIf a nonce repeats, all bets are off
Some people shy away from CTR mode for Some people shy away from CTR mode for 
this reason: protect folks from themselvesthis reason: protect folks from themselves



Case Study: WEPCase Study: WEP

Wired Equivalent PrivacyWired Equivalent Privacy
Part of the IEEE 802.11 wireless standardPart of the IEEE 802.11 wireless standard
Wireless security already is more challenging Wireless security already is more challenging 
than security on switched and tethered netsthan security on switched and tethered nets
WEP was poorly designedWEP was poorly designed
Among other problems: Among other problems: repeating repeating noncesnonces
(IVs) are common and lead to trivial attacks(IVs) are common and lead to trivial attacks



Digression: OneDigression: One--Time PadTime Pad

The oneThe one--time pad is the simplest and most time pad is the simplest and most 
wellwell--known secure encryption scheme:known secure encryption scheme:

M is the message                  M is the message                  
K is the (secret) keystreamK is the (secret) keystream

K is shared by both communicating partnersK is shared by both communicating partners

C = M C = M ⊕⊕ K is the ciphertextK is the ciphertext
C is transmitted to partnerC is transmitted to partner
Partner computes C Partner computes C ⊕⊕ K = M K = M ⊕⊕ K K ⊕⊕ K = MK = M



And the And the TwoTwo--Time PadTime Pad

The name “one”The name “one”--time pad means that we time pad means that we 
use the keystream at most onceuse the keystream at most once

Keystream reuse is a serious error:Keystream reuse is a serious error:
MM11 ⊕⊕ K = CK = C11 MM22 ⊕⊕ K = CK = C22 so we computeso we compute

CC11 ⊕⊕ CC22 = M= M11 ⊕⊕ MM22

Knowing the XOR of two plaintexts is VERY useful, Knowing the XOR of two plaintexts is VERY useful, 
in particular if we know something about one or in particular if we know something about one or 
the otherthe other

A concrete example in a momentA concrete example in a moment



Overview of WEPOverview of WEP

Uses symmetric key kUses symmetric key k
Key distribution left as an exercise for the vendor (!!)Key distribution left as an exercise for the vendor (!!)

For a message M do the following:For a message M do the following:
Compute a nonCompute a non--crypto checksum, crypto checksum, c(Mc(M))
P = (M, P = (M, c(Mc(M))))
Encrypt: C = P Encrypt: C = P ⊕⊕ RC4(IV, k)RC4(IV, k)
Send IV, C over radio linkSend IV, C over radio link

To recover M from IV, C:To recover M from IV, C:
P’ = C P’ = C ⊕⊕ RC4(IV, k)RC4(IV, k)
Let (M’, c’) = P and check if c’ = Let (M’, c’) = P and check if c’ = c(Mc(M’)’)

Think of Think of 
RC4 as a RC4 as a 
PRNGPRNG



WEP: Things to NoteWEP: Things to Note

The key k is The key k is fixedfixed
Until someone gets around to changing itUntil someone gets around to changing it

The IV The IV should changeshould change for every transmissionfor every transmission
WEP standard WEP standard recommendsrecommends this, but does not require this, but does not require 
it… ugh!it… ugh!

The IV is sent in the The IV is sent in the clearclear
Not a problem if things are done correctlyNot a problem if things are done correctly



IVIV--Based AttacksBased Attacks

If the If the IV repeatsIV repeats, the , the keystream repeatskeystream repeats::
Recall: RC4(IV, k) is the keystreamRecall: RC4(IV, k) is the keystream

And the IV And the IV willwill repeat:repeat:
Some vendors don’t bother to increment IVSome vendors don’t bother to increment IV

Makes things really easyMakes things really easy

Some PCMCIA cards reset IV=0 on Some PCMCIA cards reset IV=0 on 
initialization and then inc by 1 for each packetinitialization and then inc by 1 for each packet

[BGW03]



Random IVs?!Random IVs?!

Better to generate randomly?!Better to generate randomly?!
But IV is only But IV is only 24 bits24 bits
Birthday attacks require about 5000 packets, Birthday attacks require about 5000 packets, 
on average, before IV reuseon average, before IV reuse
5000 packets is usually just a few minutes on 5000 packets is usually just a few minutes on 
a busy access pointa busy access point

Even smart increments will run outEven smart increments will run out
At 1500 bytes/packet and 5Mbps bandwidth, At 1500 bytes/packet and 5Mbps bandwidth, 
IV will wrap within ½ a dayIV will wrap within ½ a day



Once IVs repeat…Once IVs repeat…

Often packet contents are knownOften packet contents are known
Ex: Password prompt, OS welcome, etc.Ex: Password prompt, OS welcome, etc.

Can induce plaintext sometimes by sending Can induce plaintext sometimes by sending 
packets, emailpackets, email

Use spam to go unnoticedUse spam to go unnoticed
Mixed option nets are particularly badMixed option nets are particularly bad

If encryption is off for some hosts and on for others, If encryption is off for some hosts and on for others, 
the access point broadcasts both plaintext and the access point broadcasts both plaintext and 
ciphertextciphertext
If access control is off, we can even choose the If access control is off, we can even choose the 
plaintext and ask for broadcasts!!plaintext and ask for broadcasts!!



Don’t Repeat NoncesDon’t Repeat Nonces
The biggest problem with The biggest problem with WEP’sWEP’s IV is its IV is its 
lengthlength

24 bits is 24 bits is muchmuch too shorttoo short
The standard should The standard should mandatemandate that IVs not that IVs not 
repeatrepeat
Coordinating counters between multiple hosts Coordinating counters between multiple hosts 
is hard, but not impossibleis hard, but not impossible

Eg, 128Eg, 128--bit IV, with first 16 being reserved as a bit IV, with first 16 being reserved as a 
“host identifier”“host identifier”

Random IVs would be fine if IV were 128 bitsRandom IVs would be fine if IV were 128 bits



Topic #3: Side ChannelsTopic #3: Side Channels

A very nice aspect of cryptography is that A very nice aspect of cryptography is that 
we can do proofs:we can do proofs:

Model the communication systemModel the communication system
Model the adversaryModel the adversary
Make some assumptionsMake some assumptions
Prove that the adversary cannot do much Prove that the adversary cannot do much 
harmharm

Read messages, inject traffic, forge signatures, etcRead messages, inject traffic, forge signatures, etc



Attacking Outside the BoxAttacking Outside the Box

What if the adversary decides to work What if the adversary decides to work 
outside the modeloutside the model

What selfWhat self--respecting adversary plays by the respecting adversary plays by the 
rules anyhow?rules anyhow?

Attacking outside the model is typically Attacking outside the model is typically 
called a called a sideside--channelchannel attackattack

Examples include timing attacks, powerExamples include timing attacks, power--
analysis, faultanalysis, fault--injection, and reaction attacksinjection, and reaction attacks



Case Study: Reaction Attack on Case Study: Reaction Attack on 
CBC Mode EncryptionCBC Mode Encryption

AESK AESK AESK

M2 Mm

C1 C2 Cm

M1

IV

AESK
AESK

Mj

Cj-1
Cj

Encryption

Decryption



Malleability of CBC ModeMalleability of CBC Mode

It has long been known that fixing It has long been known that fixing CCjj and and 
flipping any bit of Cflipping any bit of Cjj--11 flips the flips the 
corresponding bit in corresponding bit in MMjj

Used by Used by BellovinBellovin, Wagner, , Wagner, VaudenayVaudenay and and 
others to mount various attacksothers to mount various attacks

AESK
AESK

Mj

Cj-1
Cj



CBCCBC--PADPAD

CBCCBC--PADPAD
xx xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
xx xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
xx xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

The padding is removed after decryptionThe padding is removed after decryption
What if padding is invalid?What if padding is invalid?
xx xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 01 0201 02
xx xx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 04 03 04 0404 03 04 04
Behavior depends on implementationBehavior depends on implementation

Error Error msgmsg?  Status ?  Status msgmsg?  Measurable delay??  Measurable delay?

01
02 02

0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10



ValidValid--Padding OraclePadding Oracle

Suppose we have a validSuppose we have a valid--padding oracle (VPO)padding oracle (VPO)
You hand it a CBCYou hand it a CBC--PADdedPADded and encrypted ciphertext and it says and encrypted ciphertext and it says 
“VALID” or “INVALID” depending on whether or not the “VALID” or “INVALID” depending on whether or not the 
corresponding plaintext was properly paddedcorresponding plaintext was properly padded

This is enough to completely decipher any target This is enough to completely decipher any target 
ciphertext!ciphertext!

VPO
K(IV, C1, C2, …)

“VALID” or “INVALID”



A Reaction AttackA Reaction Attack

Given a target ciphertext C and a VPO, we Given a target ciphertext C and a VPO, we 
play the following game:play the following game:

1) Flip bits in C to produce C’1) Flip bits in C to produce C’
2) Send C’ to the VPO2) Send C’ to the VPO

Our goal is to recover the underlying Our goal is to recover the underlying 
plaintext M corresponding to Cplaintext M corresponding to C

First we find the length of the paddingFirst we find the length of the padding
Then we collect the message bytesThen we collect the message bytes

[BU02]



Find the Length of the PaddingFind the Length of the Padding
Start with original plaintext:Start with original plaintext:
71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d

XOR 8XOR 8thth byte with ff:                                                  byte with ff:                                                  VPO says:VPO says:
71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d f2f2 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d    INVALID0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d    INVALID

XOR 4XOR 4thth byte with ff:                                                  byte with ff:                                                  VPO says:VPO says:
71 2b 9e 71 2b 9e f2f2 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d    INVALID0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d    INVALID

XOR 2XOR 2ndnd byte with ff:                                                  byte with ff:                                                  VPO says:VPO says:
71 71 d4d4 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d     VALID9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d     VALID

XOR 3XOR 3rdrd byte with ff:                                                  byte with ff:                                                  VPO says:VPO says:
71 2b 71 2b 6161 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d     VALID0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d     VALID



Now get the Plaintext!Now get the Plaintext!
Start once again with the original plaintext:Start once again with the original plaintext:
71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d71 2b 9e 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d 0d

XOR everything with 00 XOR everything with 00 0000 0000 03 03 0303 … … 0303:                            VPO says::                            VPO says:
71 2b 71 2b 9e9e 0e 0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e 0e 0e0e 0e 0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e 0e 0e0e 0e    INVALID0e    INVALID

XOR everything with 00 XOR everything with 00 0000 0101 03 03 0303 … … 0303:                            VPO says::                            VPO says:
71 2b 71 2b 9f9f 0e 0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e INVALIDINVALID

XOR everything with 00 XOR everything with 00 0000 0202 03 03 0303 … … 0303:                            VPO says::                            VPO says:
71 2b 71 2b 9c9c 0e 0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e INVALIDINVALID

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

XOR everything with 00 XOR everything with 00 0000 9090 03 03 0303 … … 0303:                            VPO says::                            VPO says:
71 2b 71 2b 0e0e 0e 0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e 0e0e VALIDVALID



Addressing the ProblemAddressing the Problem

The attack used the fact that we can freely The attack used the fact that we can freely 
manipulate the ciphertextmanipulate the ciphertext

If we were not able to trivially generate valid (and If we were not able to trivially generate valid (and 
related) ciphertexts, the attack would failrelated) ciphertexts, the attack would fail
One way to achieve this aim is to use One way to achieve this aim is to use authenticationauthentication
as well as encryptionas well as encryption
We call this We call this authenticated encryptionauthenticated encryption

Officially it’s “integrity of ciphertexts with semantic securityOfficially it’s “integrity of ciphertexts with semantic security
against CPA” [BR99, KY00, BN00]against CPA” [BR99, KY00, BN00]

Bottom line: never use encryption without Bottom line: never use encryption without 
authenticationauthentication



Other Side Channel AttacksOther Side Channel Attacks

Authenticated Encryption doesn’t help you Authenticated Encryption doesn’t help you 
with differential power analysis, timing with differential power analysis, timing 
attacks, fault injection, etcattacks, fault injection, etc

Most of these are Most of these are hardwarehardware--basedbased attacks, by attacks, by 
the waythe way

Each of these has to be dealt with Each of these has to be dealt with 
individuallyindividually

One reason security is so hardOne reason security is so hard



Topic #4: DIY CryptoTopic #4: DIY Crypto

Thus far we have been talking about Thus far we have been talking about 
implementorsimplementors using secure underlying using secure underlying 
primitives in a bad wayprimitives in a bad way

What we might call What we might call protocol errorsprotocol errors

There are also those who There are also those who invent their owninvent their own
cryptography from scratchcryptography from scratch

SchneierSchneier once said that his book has led to once said that his book has led to 
more harm than good, in this sensemore harm than good, in this sense



Case Study: Internet Chess ClubCase Study: Internet Chess Club

ICC (Internet Chess Club)ICC (Internet Chess Club)
Over 30,000 membersOver 30,000 members
Pay Site ($60/year)Pay Site ($60/year)
Madonna, Nicholas Cage, Will Smith, Sting, even Madonna, Nicholas Cage, Will Smith, Sting, even 
KasparovKasparov
Best choice for online chessBest choice for online chess
Written by and run by: Daniel Written by and run by: Daniel SleatorSleator

Theoretical Computer Science ProfessorTheoretical Computer Science Professor
Carnegie Mellon UniversityCarnegie Mellon University



Basic IdeaBasic Idea
ICC Server

Chess Client 1 Chess Client 2

Client 1 Move

Enforce Chess 
Rules, Manage 

Clocks

Client 1 Move



Move Move TimestampingTimestamping

Critical IssueCritical Issue
Serious chess is timedSerious chess is timed
Each player’s clock ticks during his turnEach player’s clock ticks during his turn
Player’s clock runs out, he losesPlayer’s clock runs out, he loses

DifficultyDifficulty
Network lag appears as player’s thinking timeNetwork lag appears as player’s thinking time

SolutionSolution
Timestamp each move Timestamp each move locallylocally at clientat client



Security OverviewSecurity Overview

Players now send time themselvesPlayers now send time themselves
Can they lie?Can they lie?

There are cash prizes on ICC sometimes!There are cash prizes on ICC sometimes!

Sleator’sSleator’s solutionssolutions
Source code to any Source code to any timestampingtimestamping software is not software is not 
releasedreleased
Encrypt all data to and from server (homebrew Encrypt all data to and from server (homebrew 
encryption protocol)encryption protocol)

Later EmboldenedLater Emboldened
Web page encourages you to send sensitive Web page encourages you to send sensitive 
information including CC#’sinformation including CC#’s





Attacks on ICCAttacks on ICC

Two main attacks on serverTwo main attacks on server
TimestampingTimestamping (how to cheat)(how to cheat)

Adversarial model like DRMAdversarial model like DRM

Encryption (how to steal CC numbers, etc)Encryption (how to steal CC numbers, etc)
Normal crypto adversarial model, and…Normal crypto adversarial model, and…
Blockcipher has bad differentialsBlockcipher has bad differentials
Mode of operation easily brokenMode of operation easily broken
Key exchange horribly weakKey exchange horribly weak
No message authenticationNo message authentication

[BCG05]



TimestampingTimestamping CrackCrack
Sleator’sSleator’s solutionssolutions

Control source codeControl source code
EncryptEncrypt

AttackAttack
Reverse engineer binaryReverse engineer binary

Linux Linux timestampertimestamper only 27KBonly 27KB
Not stripped!Not stripped!



TimestampingTimestamping RemediesRemedies
Could have been harderCould have been harder

Strip symbolsStrip symbols
Obfuscate codeObfuscate code

No perfect solutionNo perfect solution
Smartcards (expensive)Smartcards (expensive)
Other network services to try and catch Other network services to try and catch 
cheaters (can spoof everything…. arms race)cheaters (can spoof everything…. arms race)



Blockcipher (Blockcipher (FeistelFeistel))

64 Bit Key

64 Bit Input x

32 MSB = L0 32 LSB = R0

f

R1L1

16 Rounds



BlockcipherBlockcipher

f()f() does not use the highest bit of input!does not use the highest bit of input!
Changing bit 31 or 63 of input changes only Changing bit 31 or 63 of input changes only 
bit 31 or 63 of output (respectively)bit 31 or 63 of output (respectively)
(In Geek(In Geek--Speak: there is a probability 1 Speak: there is a probability 1 
differential characteristic)differential characteristic)

Very poor propertyVery poor property
Distinguish in 2 chosen plaintextsDistinguish in 2 chosen plaintexts
Cipher used as random number generatorCipher used as random number generator



Mode of OperationMode of Operation
Pad formed by XOR of two Pad formed by XOR of two LCGsLCGs

xn+1 =   3xn + 1 mod 43060573

yn+1 =  17yn mod 2413871

pad  =  xn yn (just low byte)

• Given 10 pad bytes, we get the rest

• 1.1 secs on my student’s laptop



Key ExchangeKey Exchange

Seeds for symmetric keys exchanged Seeds for symmetric keys exchanged in the in the 
clear!!!clear!!!

We sniff the connection (We sniff the connection (pcappcap) and read all the ) and read all the 
traffic triviallytraffic trivially

Get CC #sGet CC #s
Get usernames and passwordsGet usernames and passwords

Active attacks would be even Active attacks would be even MOREMORE damagingdamaging



RemediesRemedies

SolutionSolution
Use SSL (ok, wasn’t around in 1992)Use SSL (ok, wasn’t around in 1992)
Use really old stuff that worksUse really old stuff that works

DiffieDiffie--HellmanHellman
RSARSA
CBC encryption with CBC MACCBC encryption with CBC MAC

Ok, but now just use Ok, but now just use OpenSSLOpenSSL



The Moral The Moral 

People say the easiest way to break a People say the easiest way to break a 
system is system is notnot via the crypto… guess via the crypto… guess 
what?what?
People, even very smart people, shouldn’t People, even very smart people, shouldn’t 
invent their own cryptoinvent their own crypto

You’ll get it wrong without experienceYou’ll get it wrong without experience
Sometimes we get it wrong even Sometimes we get it wrong even WITHWITH experienceexperience

This is kind of an old lesson, but somehow it This is kind of an old lesson, but somehow it 
still hasn’t sunk instill hasn’t sunk in



Case Study: EducationCase Study: Education



New Book, Some UseNew Book, Some Use

Used as text (often optionally) Used as text (often optionally) 
Courses in US, UK, Canada, GermanyCourses in US, UK, Canada, Germany

Three Amazon reviewsThree Amazon reviews
Two were 5 stars (that’s the best!)Two were 5 stars (that’s the best!)
One was 1 star (he wanted more examples)One was 1 star (he wanted more examples)



Book Covers Some CryptoBook Covers Some Crypto

DES, AESDES, AES
PGP, S/MIME, SSLPGP, S/MIME, SSL
PKIsPKIs, , VPNsVPNs
But…But…

Section 10.1.8 is “Write Your Own Encryption Section 10.1.8 is “Write Your Own Encryption 
Algorithm”Algorithm”
Uh OhUh Oh
(In Contents written as “Write Your (In Contents written as “Write Your OnwOnw Encryption Encryption 
Algorithms”) Algorithms”) 





Encryption Algorithm                       [ZA 2002]



Encryption Algorithm (Cont)            [ZA 2002]



DIY CryptoDIY Crypto

Approaches like this will only lead to ruinApproaches like this will only lead to ruin

The best bet is (sorry) to recruit expertsThe best bet is (sorry) to recruit experts
Netscape hired Netscape hired KocherKocher after 1996 after 1996 
embarrassment embarrassment ☺☺
ICC, ICC, DieboldDiebold, TI, 802.11 WG, etc., all decided , TI, 802.11 WG, etc., all decided 
to go it alone to go it alone 


